Tools Required

Allen Keys: 4mm and 5mm
Phillips Head Screw Driver
**INSTALLATION**

**Step 1**
Attach the armrest to the seat shell using 6pcs M6X32 bolts (1) and tighten the 4pcs M6X16 screws (2).

**Step 2**
Attach the backrest with seat mechanism using 3pcs M8X35 allen key bolts, and tighten the 4pcs M6X16 screws.

**Step 3**
Insert the castors onto the leg base (1), then insert gas lifter onto the top of leg base (2).

**Step 4**
Combine chair body with gas lifter via the hole on the mechanism.

**Note:** You may choose to start with installing the seat cover – instructions on last page.
CHANGING REMOVABLE SEAT COVERS

Step 1
Pull the seat forward while pushing the lever under the seat. Tear off both sides of velcro and detach the seat from the chair body.

Step 2
Unzip the zipper on the back side and remove seat cover from the seat shell. Install new seat cover and zip to close.